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Denver R/C Club Meeting Minutes
January 17, 2018
Minutes submied by Michael Eason, Secretary.
Regular meeng of Denver Eagles R/C was held on
Wednesday January 17, 2018 at Colpar’s Hobby
Town, 1915 South Havana Street, Aurora, Colorado,
80014. Refreshments of vegetable plaer and cupcakes were served at 6:00 PM.
Meeng was called to order by Loren Anderson,
President at 6:36 PM. Board members present; Loren Anderson, President, Dan Kellogg, Vice President,
Mike Eason, Secretary, Rodney Gey, Treasurer and
Joe Vedova, Safety Oﬃcer. Total number of members presents 20, we have a quorum.

Message from President Loren Anderson

Club Welcomed new member Bob Hehemann. Bob
was asked about his military service in the Air Force
and service as a F-15 pilot in Desert Storm

Members,
I hope your hanger work is coming together during
this ﬁckle winter season. Good ﬂying weather is
scarce this me of year, all the beer to get things
ready for spring.

Approval of Minutes from last club meeng was requested. John Dickens pointed out correcons that
needed to be made and was
We have a great series of
agreed upon. Moon to apFebruary Events
seminars starng this month.
prove minutes made by Mike
6:30
p.m.
Wednesday,
02-21,
Club
Mee%ng
Our resident aerodynamic
Curta and seconded by Dave
specialist, Paul Schlein, will
Hall. Moon passed unani- Speaker—Paul Schlein
be presenng his ﬁrst class
mously.
on, “Understanding Model Stability and Control Part
No Guest speaker this meeng.
1-BALANCE”.

Oﬃcers and Directors Reports

I have seen the outline of this presentaon and even
I can understand almost 10% of it. He promised me
that he would ﬁll in the blanks. This is the ﬁrst in a
series that he is going to present over the next few
months and should be well worth aending the club
meengs.

President Report
Loren Anderson shared a discussion he had with
Tom Neﬀ concerning a Reciprocal Agreement between DRCE and Airpark Elite. A fee of $30.00 and
full membership in DRCE would provide ﬂying privileges at Airpark Elite. There would be no other involvement in that clubs business. This would be on

The District 9 meeng was earlier this month and
Rodney, Dick and I aended. A full report will be
Continued on Page 4

Continued on Page 4
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Club Elected Officers

Denver R/C Eagles Club Leadership

Loren Anderson

Dan Kellogg

Mike Eason

President
720-339-5173

Loren Anderson
soft80111@gmail.com

Vice President
303-489-7521

Dan Kellogg
d-Kellogg@comcast.net

Secretary
303-923-5646

Mike Eason
CigarMike303@gmail.com

Treasurer
802-399-9475

Richard Lowrey
RLowrey1@aol.com

Safety Officer
321-212-9037

Joe Vedovati
rcbadger2002@yahoo.com

Field Maintenance Officer Brian Holleman
720-352-9584
BrianWHolleman@gmail.com

Appointed Positions

Richard Lowrey

Joe Vedovati

Brian Holleman

DRCE Member-At-Large
Eric Sunderwirth
303-719-0973
eric_346@msn.com
Director - Flight Training
John Dickens
303-617-6044
JcDickens68@hotmail.com
Chief Flight Instructor
Richard “Doc” Hamilton
303-781-5959
r1ham@msn.com
Director – Rotorcraft Operations
Stephen Lantz
303-400-9789
StephenLantz@comcast.net

Doc Hamilton

Doc Hamilton

Stephen Lantz

Web Master
Marty Miller
303-369-6177

MoonlightDesign@qwestoffice.net

Master Chef
Brian Holleman
720-352-9584

BrianWHolleman@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor
Jack Steinhauser
303-324-5054
JackSteinhauser@comcast.net
Eric Sunderwirth

Marty Miller

Jack Steinhauser
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President’s Letter (continued from page 1)

DRCE Meeting Minutes (continued from page 1)

given at the next club meeng.

an individual basis and not require the club as a
whole to parcipate. It was noted that Elite members may choose not to reciprocate since ﬂying privileges at Suhaka Field is based solely on AMA membership. Elite member’s contribuon reciprocally
would be based only on their good will. One advantage brought up by Jack Steinhauser was that
Elite does not have the same restricons as Suhaka
Field due to its Private Club nature and locaon. Turbines, and faster, more powerful aircraK are beer
suited to Elite’s Airﬁeld. With a 650’ runway and
over 40 acres of ﬂying area, it provides ample space
for this type of aircraK.

We are enrolling members and club ﬂight trainers in
the AMA IP program and would like to get all who
wish to be enrolled submied by the end of the
month. If you think that you would be interested
contact Rodney Gey.
See you at the next club meeng,
Loren Anderson, President

Other pros and cons were discussed one of which is
Elite’s remote locaon compared to the nearer locaon of Suhaka Field for most DRCE members.
A moon to parcipate in this agreement was made
by Dave Hall and Seconded by Bob Smith. The moon was passed by unanimous consent.
Vice Presidents Report

Input concerning New Calendar of Events was requested by Loren Anderson. Bob Smith asked if we
might be able to add a Warbirds Day. It was agreed
that this was a wonderful idea, that many types of
Warbird Days events could be done and would be a
lot of fun to do.

Dan Kellogg prepared a proposal for replacement of
the Memorial plaque.

Stan Suhaka Memorial Replacement
Prepared for: Denver RC Eagles

Dave Hall inquired about adding a 3rd air show. The
ﬁnancial beneﬁt was discussed, which is reported to
be minimal. Addionally, this requires more me
and eﬀort to bring about and is when tried in the
past was considered to be too much.

Prepared by: Daniel Kellogg, Vice President
January 17, 2018
0bjec%ve
Replace damaged memorial plaque

A discussion about having a youth ﬂying day to introduce minors to the sport was introduced. Because
Suhaka is not a private ﬁeld this may cause some
disapproval by those wanng to use the ﬁeld. Also
the numbers of instructors are not currently available for such an event. It was considered a beer idea
to have such an event at a youth organizaon’s locaon. Such as the Boy Scouts which has been done in
the past with great success.

Goals
Replace current damaged plaque with one made of
materials which would be long lasng.
Solu%on
I will detail below four diﬀerent opons for replacing
the damaged memorial plaque. Two of the opons
are simply replacing the current plaque in the current locaon with more durable rnaterials. The other
two opons involve stone engraving.
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to 250 pound stone.

The two plaque opons involve a cast plaque 8 X 12
that would need to be installed on the current stone,
One opon is cast Bronze and the other is cast Aluminum. A concern with either of these opons is the
possibility of theK while a posive aspect is less cost.
This opon is the easiest and least costly opon. We
would need to look into opons to mount the plaque
to provide the greatest security, Maybe posts that
are epoxy into the stone and use epoxy to ﬁll any

The lighter and less expensive stone opon is a sandstone similar io what is at redrocks. These typically
come in 4 to 6 inch thick slabs which could be 12
inches wide and up to 36 inches long. These would
be about 125lbs. This opon would require some
kind of supporng display structure since we would
probably not want to just lay it on the ground. Unl
we could decide on that structure I don't have a cost
for that part of the project, I believe a beer plan

gaps along the edges to prevent prying oﬀ the
plaque?

would be something bigger that could be implanted
in the ground and would stand maybe 3 K tall. A concern with this method is the possibility of vandalism.
Could somebody kick the stone and break it? lf we
purchase a thick enough slab that concern would be
nil,

Cast Plaque details:
Bronze plaque: $342
Aluminum plaque: $210
Stone Engraving is a durable and highly theK resistant opon that will cost more up front, but would
not need to be replaced due to theK. The engraving
cost will be dependent on the type of stone, the
number of characters and whether we bring them a
stone to engrave or if they come out and engrave on
site, One engraving opon is to provide the stone to
the engraving company. This would involve purchasing a stone and then delivering the stone to the engraver, then picking up the stone and seOng into
posion at the airﬁeld. This would require several
people and a truck to move the approximately 125

However a thicker slab will weigh more, cost more
and be harder to transport.
The other stone engraving opon is to have the company come out and engrave the current stone. AKer
talking to the representave of Mile High Memorials,
the stone is in a locaon close enough to the road to
allow their truck mounted equipment to reach the
stone. One unknown at this point is how to handle
the holes that are already drilled into the rock for
the purpose of mounng the current and past
plaque. I have not heard back yet about a cost esmate for this opon. I sent them a picture of the
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Stone Engraving details: Stone provided to Mile High
memorials

exisng plaque be aached in the same locaon possibly using the same aachment points. The stone is
less likely to be stolen compared to other possible
materials. Joe Vedova stated a smaller stone is
worth looking into and was agreed to by many. Other sources for material might be from granite counter top suppliers or stone remnants from headstones. Dan will invesgate further and report back.

Cost is determined by stone type:

Secretary Report

stone, since the stone type will determine how much
it will be to engrave. I also included a picture of the
current plaque so they know how many characters
will need to be engraved.



Minimum cost $415



Maximum cost $495



Stone purchase: $50 - $100

Mike Eason asked if there was interest in acquiring
more ﬂight jackets with Club Emblem and individuals
name. Loren requested that he be sent an email
from those that would like one. I will look further
into cost and get back to membership. John Dickens
provided addional informaon to help make the
purchase. It was also reported that addional Patches and Hats need to be ordered.

Onsite stone engraving:


No cost esmate received

Companies contacted:


Mile High Memorials: 303-794-3443

Treasury Report



High Plaines Stone: 303-791-1862

Report Made



Winner Circle Trophies: 720-87O- 4191

Meeng adjourned at 8:36 p.m.

John Dickens suggested that a stone of similar size of
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Editor’s Corner
Building and Flying the HSD 75mm J-10 Vigorous Dragon

My HSD J-10 Vigorous Dragon EDF Jet

Full Scale J-10 Vigorous Dragon Jet
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Building and Flying the HSD 75mm J-10 Vigorous Dragon (cont.)
The Chengdu J-10 is a lightweight mulrole ﬁghter aircraK with ﬂy-by-wire controls capable of all-weather
operaon, conﬁgured with a delta wing and canard design. It is produced by the People’s Republic of China
Chengdu AircraK Corporaon for the People’s Liberaon Army Air Force.
HSD is a Chinese model aircraK manufacturing company that produces a variety of EDF and turbine jet models
made from EPO type foams. Their spectacular EDF models are propelled by fans ranging from 75mm to
105mm in diameter with baery systems that range from 3300 mAh 4S packs to 2 x 5000 mAh 6S packs (12S
in series). They produce models of the F-16, J-10, Mirage, Viper, Viper Pro and Super Viper jets.
The J-10 model is produced with a 105mm 12 blade fan and either 6S or 8S power. HSD also has a 75mm
model with an 8 blade EDF. This model presently retails as an Almost Ready to Fly model for a modest
$148.90 through Banana Hobby and is powered by one 3300 mAh 6S baery. It is equipped with only three
servos to move the ﬂight controls, one on each wing, and one for the front canard. It also has a servo for the
steerable nose wheel. Gear is ﬁxed and made from sturdy wire.
I found the 75mm J-10 an aracve “entry level” EDF jet with its delta wing and forward canard. I purchased
the ARF model, but later realized that I should have purchased the kit version instead. I was not impressed by
the nylon gear analog servos moving the delta wing elevons. I thought they would be quickly stripped by normal wear and tear, so I replaced them with digital metal gear servos made by Towerpro. Towerpro makes a
14 gram digital metal gear servo (model MG-90D) that is similar in size to a Hitec HS-55, but provides nearly
twice the torque. These can be found at www.headsuphobby.com for $5.95 each. I use them to replace the
typical cheap nylon gear servos that foamy models tend to be equipped with. I also cut and hinged the rudder
and installed another MG-90D servo to power it.
Ironically, the kit version of the 75mm J-10 available from Banana Hobby is currently priced at $149.90. That
is $1.00 more than the ARF model!
A ﬁnishing technique that I have adopted recently is to cover the wings and control surfaces with Oracal 651
Vinyl. See www.brilliantvinyl.com for prices and opons. This self-adhesive vinyl comes in a broad variety of
colors and sizes. The transparent color is ideal for models that already have a nice paint job. To apply, simply
cut to shape, peel the backing, apply from one end to the other taking care not to allow any bubble to form,
and use a heat gun to form to the surface and improve the adhesion. With a lile pracce I have ﬁgured out a
variety of techniques for covering easy and complex surfaces. The vinyl protects the plane and adds a thin,
but strong outer skin to the airframe which is much more resistant to normal wear and tear than the original
foam. You can also add bright colors to make orientaon more recognizable. I ﬁnd that some yellow on the
wingps is very helpful.
The eight-blade 75mm EDF the model was equipped with did not funcon, so I replaced it with a much more
powerful 70mm EDF unit I had available. In this regard I recommend the Freewing 70mm 12-Blade 6S EDF
with a 3048-2150KV motor. This is available at www.moonrc.com for $43.99.
I added set of strobe lights available from HobbyKing for $15.71 called the Quanum Quadcopter Navigaon
LED Light System. I mount these strobes slightly inboard of the wing p, with the white strobe on the top of
the wing, and red strobe on the boom of the wing. These are super bright lights and can be set to operate in
seven diﬀerent ﬂashing conﬁguraons. They are visible in mid-day but really become useful in less-than-ideal
lighng condions such as cloudy skies, late aKernoon sun, and evening twilight.
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Building and Flying the HSD 75mm J-10 Vigorous Dragon (cont.)
I also added a set of four individually powered navigaon lights available from www.rc-castle.com in Hong
Kong. It takes about two weeks for these lights to arrive, but they are really bright, easy to install, and provide
three ﬂashing sequence opons (Double Flash , Strobe Fast Flash & Slow Pulse Flash) . You can purchase a set
of three (white, red and green) lights for $19.99. I usually get an extra red light for $7.89. This allows me to
put the red and green lights on the wing ps or on the sides of the front air intake, where I opt for the Slow
Pulse Flash opon; and the extra white (top of fuselage) and red (boom of fuselage) lights on the fuselage
with the Double Flash opon. These lights are super easy to install. Just use a razor or hobby knife to create a
ﬂat mounng spot and adhere with a thin strip of hot glue.
It may seem that installing four strobe and four navigaon lights is hardly worth the eﬀort. For ﬂying in the
mid-day that is probably true. However, when ﬂying the plane at sunset and into the evening twilight, the
lights add a fabulously realisc touch and provide a seriously useful aid to seeing the orientaon of the aircraK. I ﬂy oKen in the evening and ﬁnd the experience to be quite awe-inspiring, especially if the sky is ﬁlled
with clouds glowing shades of yellow, orange and red from the light of the seOng sun.
I have a considerable amount of experience ﬂying 64mm and 70mm EDF jets. I love 70mm jets when they
have 6S power systems that propel them to 90-110 mph speeds. The performance is exhilarang, and the
sound of a fast low pass by a 12 blade EDF at speed is quite thrilling.
I have found that installing a gyro, or a gyro-equipped receiver is a great way to improve the handling of these
fast jets in windy condions. The gyro handles all the minor bumps and gusts that otherwise make small,
lightweight planes tricky to ﬂy. The gyro-equipped receiver I used on the J-10 is made by Lemon RX, another
Chinese company that you will ﬁnd on the web at www.lemon-rx.com. I highly recommend the Lemon Rx
DSMX 7-Channel Stabilized Receiver that comes with a Satellite Antenna for $28.50. You can order direct
from the factory. Mount the Rx inside the fuselage, and the Satellite Antenna on the top or boom of the fuselage. I have never had a loss of signal problem at Suhaka with this Rx in this conﬁguraon.
Despite my prior experience with a variety of fast 70mm EDFs, the J-10 proved to be a deﬁnite step up in maneuverability with its excellent thrust-to-weight rao, and front canard. I found I could pull very sharp turns
or loops with the canard setup, and easily induce an accelerated stall with too much elevator input. I toned
down the roll rate so that it is quite reasonable to manage. The other issue I had was that the plane has a tremendous low/no power glide rao. I have learned that I need to decelerate on my downwind and bring the
plane to a low altude on the base turn so that I can manage the ﬁnal glide slope more eﬀecvely. It is scary
at ﬁrst, you think the plane is going to stall because you have slowed it down so much, but there is a nice slow
ﬂight envelope on this plane due to its generous wing area. Ideally, I try to bring the plane over the runway
threshold at 3 feet of altude and a slight margin over stall speed, let it sele towards the runway, and pull
back on the elevator sck to induce a high-alpha aOtude that acts as an air brake before touching down. Not
all my landings are ideal, but I am geOng beer with pracce.
At this point I have over forty ﬂights with the J-10 and have found its groove. It has breathtaking aerobac
capabilies due to a combinaon of maneuverability and power. My landings are geOng beer. I ﬁnd a session of six ﬂights (the number of 3300 mAh 6S baeries I have) to be thoroughly enjoyable.
Happy ﬂights and smooth landings! Jack Steinhauser
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